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What are vitamins?

In your words, why should you try to eat foods with all of the important vitamins in them?

How many core vitamins does the body need?



Can you DRAW A LINE from the vitamin to the food that has a good source of that vitamin. It 
might be worth reading the notes on the back to see if you can get any clues? (Some of the 
pictures will have more than one vitamin)

Vitamin C Vitamin D Vitamin E Vitamin K Vitamin A Vitamin B
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A Bit About Vitamins

Vitamin A
This vitamin plays a really big part in eyesight. It’s great for night vision, like when you’re trick-
or-treating on Halloween. Vitamin A helps you see in color, too, from the brightest yellow to the 
darkest purple. In addition, it helps your body fight infections by boosting your immune system.

Vitamin B
The B vitamins are important in metabolic (say: meh-tuh-BAH-lik) activity — this means that 
they help make energy and set it free when your body needs it. So the next time you’re running 
to third base, thank those B vitamins.

This group of vitamins is also involved in making red blood cells, which carry oxygen 
throughout your body. Every part of your body needs oxygen to work properly, so these B 
vitamins have a really important job.

Vitamin C
This vitamin is important for keeping body tissues, such as gums, bones, and blood vessels in 
good shape. C is also key if you get a cut or wound because it helps you heal.

This vitamin also helps your body resist infection. This means that even though you can’t 
always avoid getting sick, vitamin C makes it a little harder for your body to become infected 
with an illness.

Vitamin D
No bones about it . . . vitamin D is the vitamin you need for strong bones! It’s also great for 
forming strong teeth. Vitamin D even lends a hand to an important mineral — it helps your 
body absorb the amount of calcium it needs. Vitamin D is made in the skin when exposed to 
sunlight, or you can get it from the foods you eat.

Vitamin E
Everybody needs E. This hard-working vitamin protects your cells and tissues from damage. It 
is also important for the health of red blood cells.

Vitamin K
Vitamin K is the clotmaster! Remember the last time you got a cut? Your blood did something 
special called clotting. This is when certain cells in your blood act like glue and stick together 
at the surface of the cut to help stop the bleeding.


